POLL QUESTION 1: NI ASSEMBLY ELECTION - If a NI Assembly Election were to be held tomorrow which political party would you vote for as FIRST PREFERENCE?

NI Assembly Election 2022
- LT POLL - August 2022
- LT POLL - November 2022
- LT POLL - January 2023
- LT POLL - April 2023
- LT Poll - August 2023
- LT Poll - October 2023

LUCIDTALK NI ‘TRACKER’ POLL: AUTUMN 2023
NORTHERN IRELAND (NI) RESULTS:
- PROJECTED NI VOTE SHARE
- EXCLUDING NON-VOTERS/DO NOT KNOWS
NI REPRESENTATIVE - OCTOBER 2023
(3,046 responses - N-Wide: 1,044 NI representative sample)

LucidTalk (LT) is a member of the British Polling Council (BPC), the UK Market Research Society (UK MRS), and ESOMAR (European Society of Market Research Organisations). All LT projects are carried out to the professional standards specified by the BPC and also (as published) of AIMRO (Association of Irish Market Research organisations).

October 2023 Poll: (a) this is made up of:
1. Other-Unionists: PUP, NI Cons, Indep Units etc. - approx. 1% to 2%
2. Other-Nationalists/Republicans: IRSP, Workers Party etc. - approx. 0% to 1%
3. Other-Neutral: Indeps (Not Unst/Nat) - approx. 0% to 1%
NB Opinion Poll figures can't be precise with smaller political party scores, independents etc., due to the smaller sizes of the poll sub-samples.